**BIC® graphic**  

Effective September 1, 2017

**NEW Freight Rate Changes For Canada**

Plus, 24/7 Access to NEW Lower Ground Rates & More Shipping Methods for Canada destinations

---

Methods and Rates available on bicgraphic.com 24/7!

The rate you see on the estimator will be the rate that appears on your invoice.

International Standard transit time 3 to 7 days to Canada.*

* Could be longer than 7 days for remote locations.

**Need it faster?** Expedited transit methods now available:

- International Economy transit time 2-5 days to Canada
- International Priority transit time 1-3 days to Canada

**BIC® Branded orders**

- NOW ship via International ground transit with an estimated shipping time of 3 to 7 days to Canada.
- Most repeat orders will experience an increase in transit time.
- Be sure to double check the shipping method noted on your purchase order is compatible with the correct amount of transit time needed to meet your expected delivery date.

To help offset the increase in transit time on BIC® Branded orders, we've lowered our ground rates for ALL products shipping International Standard.

---

**More shipping methods for Calendars orders**

Canada Distributors shipping into Canada can now ship small parcel with 3 new service methods!

- International Standard
- International Economy
- International Priority

No need to wait for the next truck shipment. If no storage release date is chosen, your orders will ship as small parcels when completed.
US to Canada 2017 Transit Times

- Excludes Factory Direct Items

Ground from: **Clearwater, FL 33760**
- All Writing Instruments
- BIC® Lighters
- Ceramic Drinkware

Ground from: **Sleepy Eye, MN 56085**
- Calendars
- BIC® Sticky Note®

Ground from: **Red Wing, MN 55066**
- All hard goods
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